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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter provides the description of pronunciation, teaching 

pronunciation for young learners, kind of teaching technique pronunciation, and 

problems in teaching pronunciation. 

2.1 Pronunciation 

Cook (1996, as cited in Gilakjani, 2016) said that pronunciation is the 

production of language sounds. Cook also defined pronunciation is repeating and 

correcting sounds when it is produced incorrectly. Richard and Richard (2002), 

stated that pronunciation is a method of producing a sound of the language. 

Meanwhile, Novio (2010) said that pronunciation is the way of speaking word per 

word.  

Pronunciation consists of segmental and suprasegmental features. Burns, 

(2003, as cited in Gilakjani & Ahmadi, 2012) explained that in segmental features, 

there are consonants and vowels. Consonant is poorly defined as sound that is not 

included in a vowel (Ramelan, 2003). Furthermore, Ramelan (2003) give examples 

of consonant sounds, such as /p/ party, /b/ ball, /t/ talk, /d/ dream, /k/ cow, /g/ grass, 

/f/ fans, /v/ vas, /θ/ thin, /ð/ this, /s/ sound, /z/ zoo, /ʃ/ shoe, /ʒ/ rouge, /tʃ/ chair, /dʒ/ 

juice, /h/ hand, /m/ mine, /n/ nine, /ŋ/ wing, /r/ rose, /l/ lamp, /w/ west, /y/ yellow. 

Meanwhile, vowel sound is the voiced sound and during produce vowel, there is an 

air goes out through the mouth, there will be a vibration in vocal cord without 

making an audible friction (Ramelan, 2003). Ramelan (2003) provides some 
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examples of vowels, such as /i:/feet, /i/sit, /ε/set, /æ/apple, /ǝ/alive, /ǝ:/bird, 

/a:/father, /Ʌ/love, /ɔ/hɔt, /ɔ:/naughty, /U/put, /u;/good, /eI/say, /oU/so, /aI/high, 

/aU/cow, /ɔI/boy, /Iǝ/here, /εǝ/there, /Uǝ/your. A suprasegmental aspect consists of 

linking, intonation, and stress. In the further discussion by Gilakjani & Ahmadi 

(2012), linking means the way people speak with no pause between each word, so 

the last sound of the word links to the first sound of the next word. Intonation is the 

way people change their pitch up or down, depending on the context while they are 

speaking. Furthermore, Gilakjani & Ahmadi, (2012) said that stress aspect is made 

the volume sounds loud or long in a certain word, in order to focus in giving a 

meaning to a certain word that is important while communicating. 

2.2 Teaching English Pronunciation for Young Learners 

 According to Slattery & Willis (2001), when teaching pronunciation to 

young learners, the teacher needs to make an ideal condition during the learning 

process in the class because children have different characteristics. So, the teacher 

should make a learning process become fun by playing games, sing a song, or make 

some conversation for each other students based on the material or theme of the 

lesson in the class. Slattery & Willis (2001) also said that the materials should be 

easy to remember, teachers could use gesture or media such as a picture to deliver 

the material. In addition, Stec (2017) also said that young learners is in the early 

stage of education, that is why when young learners learn new language it supposed 

to be in form of plays, games, giving a simple instruction and stories, and also could 

used song as a media.  

 Meanwhile, Slattery & Willis (2001), also stated that if the students found 
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some difficulties in catching the meaning in English, teachers could use their first 

language to explain the meaning. Not only that, but the teachers could also use their 

first language to support when doing new activities. However, the teachers should 

manage to explain the materials or answering student’s questions in English as 

much as possible. 

2.3 Kinds of Teaching Techniques in Pronunciation 

 It is important to use the technique while teaching a material to students, 

this also occurs while teaching pronunciation. Şenel (2006), said that there are four 

techniques in teaching pronunciation, such as; initial teaching technique, remedial 

teaching technique, drilling technique, and a tongue twister. 

2.3.1 Initial Teaching Technique 

 In this technique, the teacher introduces stress and intonation. The teachers 

could used media to explain this techniques, Hubbard et al (1983 as cited in Şenel, 

2006) said that “it is a PEN” to show a pen, and “it is a BLUE PEN” and showed 

the blue pen. Demirezen (1986, as cited in Şenel, 2006) using three symbols for 

representing stress and intonation. For example;        for incomplete sentence,              

for questions with yes or no as the answer, and   for the question with “or” and 

expressing emphatic words.  The purpose of this technique is to teach the politeness 

in the way of speaking. 

2.3.2 Remedial Teaching Technique 

 This technique deals with an individual’s sound problems (Hubbard et al., 

1983 as cited in Şenel, 2006). This technique considers two approaches such as 

Instant remedial and planned remedial. In instant remedial, the teacher could use 
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the four parts namely; 1. Imitation, 2. Demonstration, 3. Association, and 4. 

Explanation. In imitation parts, the teacher says words, and those words will be 

followed by the students. Meanwhile, if students found the word that was difficult 

to pronounce, the teacher could give an example by putting the tongue between his 

teeth to produce /θ/ or /ð/ as a demonstration part. For association parts, is to 

associate the resemblance between two sounds. For the explanation part, the teacher 

could explain in their first language and give an instruction where to move part of 

their tongue while pronouncing a word.   

 Meanwhile, if instant remedial does not work well, the teacher could use 

planned remedial work. In this case, the teacher could take a note of student’s 

problem and use remedial with drilling. Furthermore, in remedial teaching 

technique, the teacher could use some media like board and coloring marker to 

represented different spelling (Şenel, 2006). 

2.3.3 Drilling Technique 

According to Şenel (2006), there are six kinds of drilling techniques such 

as, word-associaion drill, saturation drill, illustrating a learned sound, mobility drill, 

comparative drill, and substitution drill. 

2.3.3.1 Word-association Drill 

 Şenel (2006) said the teacher used this technique to give the students 

practice on similar sound of words. Teacher focus on phonemes /ӕ/ and /ε/, for 

example, the teacher could ask students to choose which one of the words with /ӕ/? 

a. Hat b. Beer c. bet. And which one of words with /ε/ sounds? a. Bet b. Bat c. Hat. 

In this drilling, students also could learn a new vocabulary. 
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2.3.3.2 Saturation Drill 

In this activity, the teacher gives the students words with specific phonemes 

where the students common make mistakes while pronouncing. The aimed of this 

technique was to acquire students thought about stress and intonation in the target 

language (Geylanioğlu & Dikilitaş, 2012). The example of appropriate to the 

position of problematic sounds is /s/ as problematic sounds (Şenel, 2006). 

  Initial  Medial Final 

  See  leasing  peace 

  Sheep  pistol  niece  

2.3.3.3 Illustrating a learned sound  

 Students will give an example and pronounce of words that they already 

learned. Then, the teacher will conclude if it is “right” or “wrong”. If the sounds 

already correct the first students will start to pronounce the phrase “I try”, and the 

second students will repeat and add their own phrase “I try, but I cry” and so on.  

2.3.3.4 Mobility Drill 

 Rochmis and Doob (1970, as cited in Şenel, 2006), the mobility of the 

tongue is important in conversational speech is important in the drilling aspect. 

Riswanto & Haryanto (2012)explained that in mobility drill, the teacher asked the 

students to find out words that has beginning with the same letter and pronounce it. 

So, students could make and hear the sound at the conversational speech. For 

example, 

Step 1: Ask students to mention 5 words beginning with /s/ sound like same, snack, 

snake, salt, sand. 

Step 2: Adding the word “the” while pronounce those 5 words above to keep the 
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stress of the word, the same, the snack, the snake, etc. 

Step 3: Change the word into “to the...” but still hold the pattern to the sand.... etc. 

Step 4: Keep to strengthen the phrase, holding the pattern, but changing the drill. 

 From the... There is the snake, etc. 

2.3.3.5 Comparative Drill 

 According to Riswanto & Haryanto (2012), a comparative drill is almost the 

same as the mobility drill. There is a different letter at the beginning of a word but 

still has a similar sound to pronounce, like the words with /f-v/, /p-b/,/θ-ð/, /æ-e/, 

and so on (Şenel, 2006). For example,  

1. A simple comparative drill for /f-v/ and /p-b/ sound; 

Fee-bee  Freezee-breeze 

Fly-ply  Fact-pact 

2. With /æ-e/ sounds; 

Sat-set  bad-bed 

2.3.3.6 Substitution Drill 

This technique could be applied by replacing the sound that is still similar 

instead of pronounces the original sounds that are written in a word (Şenel, 2006), 

for instance, /t/ instead of /θ/ or /d/ instead of  /ð/, like; 

1. He is thin/tin 

2. The prize is cheap/chip 

2.3.4 Tongue Twister 

Celce-Murcia (1987 as cited in Şenel, 2006), a tongue twister is a series of 

words that difficult to say, but it is good to practice the correct speech. For example, 
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“Twelve twins twirled twelve twigs”. 

2.4 Problems in Teaching English Pronunciation  

According to Ramelan (2003), there are four problems that faced by an EFL 

speaker in pronunciation, such as; 

Firstly, they need to learn the new sound systems while speaking in English. 

EFL speaker already produces speech of sounds by their own language or is it called 

as a mother tongue. Meanwhile, there are different elements between Indonesian 

language and English, for example /θai/ and they would say /tai/, /she/ as /se/, etc. 

Those difficulties caused by EFL speaker did not train to produce the sound like a 

native speaker from the beginning. 

Second, the problem in pronunciation is there are same phonetic but different 

to produce the sounds. For example, EFL speaker pronounces “abad” with /t/ as a 

stop voice, and “sebab” with /p/ as a stop voice. That is why EFL speaker would 

have difficulties in pronounce or distinguish between “bed” and “bet”, “cab” and 

“cap”, etc. 

Third, the ‘voiceless stop consonant’ between English and Indonesian 

language is different. The Indonesian language only has one type of stop; /p;t;k/, 

for example, “setiap”, “tepat”, and “bedak”. Meanwhile, in English, there are words 

that pronounce with a slight puff of breath, like /ph/,/th/,/kh/. That would make EFL 

speaker has difficulties to produce sounds as English native speaker because they 

are not trained to produce it.  

The last, another problem that faced by an EFL speaker while pronouncing 

English as a native speaker is a suprasegmental aspect, such as stress words, length, 
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pitch, and intonation while they speaking in English. 

2.5 Solutions of the Problems in Teaching English Pronunciation 

 Nurachmi (2015) said there are eleven solutions to solve the pronunciation 

problems, such as; 

1. Don’t worry about the accent. There must be differences between EFL speaker 

and native English speaker, but as long as it speaks clearly and your 

interlocutors could understand. Therefore, make improvement for accent is 

really important to have a better pronounciation. 

2. Try to imitate the way a native speaker pronouncing a word as often as possible. 

3. Using a dictionary as a guide to said a phonetic alphabet. 

4. Learning about word-stress is important to avoid misunderstanding while 

pronouncing a word. 

5. Do more practice with the sound caused more problems, for instance, you could 

not say the word with “th” sound. Do a practice as often as possible. 

6. Be aware of intonation and word-stress, do more practice if you find it difficult 

to pronounce. 

7. Pay attention to the unstressed word. For instance, the word “and” become “un” 

when it pronounced. 

8. Do more practice to stress and unstressed word. If you stress a word normally 

pronounced unstressed, it would be having a different meaning. 

9. Learn more about intonation, for instance up intonation for a question, and flat 

intonation for incomplete sentence. 

10. Learn to recognize spelling patterns. For instance, the word with ending “tion” 
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pronounced as “shun” and “sion” become “zhun”. 

11. No need to rush or too slow while speaking. if you spoke too fast you could be

miss in pronounced a word completely it might make a different meaning.

However, don’t speak too slowly it would be sound unnatural.

In addition, Nurachmi (2015) found that the solutions to the problems in

pronunciation based on her research were: the students work with sounds the most 

problems in English, try to pronounce slowly while speaking, listen how speakers 

pronounce the words, the students learn of a new words with the teacher, and the 

students also learn the stress words.  


